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Why Electrons?

Limiting aperture à diffraction
Point source à airy disk (b)

Resolution dependent on wavelength and numerical aperture (NA)

In EM, NA tends to unity To image 1Å, λ = 0.5Åà

Rayleigh’s criterion: to resolve two point sources, 
P1 airy disk maxima overlays first minima of P2.

δ𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
0.61λ
𝑛 sin𝛽

(𝑛 sin𝛽 = 𝑁𝐴)

P1

P2



Why Electrons?

λ =
ℎ
𝑝 =

ℎ
𝑚!𝑣

Debroglie equaSon

Electrons act as both par/cles and waves

The wavelength of electrons depends on velocity

λ(𝑛𝑚) ≈
1.5
𝑉

We can control wavelength of electrons by voltage

To match x-rays we need a voltage between 1-1000kV

Higher voltage = shorter wavelength. 

But higher energy = more specimen damage

Biological TEM operate at 300kV max:  λ~0.2pm

Current max resolu/on

Materials: 0.05 nm

Biology:     0.14 nm



Topographic

High Res Imaging

Chemical

Signals from Electron InteracEon with MaGer



Basic Image FormaEon

Condenser lens
Focuses illuminaSon 

on object

Objective/projector lenses
Magnifies object

ObjectIllumination 
source

Lens Detector



Light vs. Electron Microscope
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Light vs. Electron Microscope
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Vacuum System

1Pa = 0.01 mbar
Room Pressure: 10" Pa
Rough Vacuum: 100-0.1 Pa 
Low Vacuum: 0.1 - 10#$
High Vacuum: 10#$ - 10#% Pa
Ultra High Vacuum: 10#% Pa and below

Why operate in vacuum?
• Electrons interact well with ma_er
• Mean-free-path length:  20 cm in air

2 km in vacuum
How is vacuum achieved?
• Rotary pump                      – ATM to rough vac.
• Oil diffusion pump (ODP) / Scroll Pump - low vac
• Turbo pump                       – high vacuum
• Ion getter pump (IGP)      – ultra high vacuum
• Cryo-pump/trap                – high vacuum
How is vacuum monitored?
• Pirani gauge (Pir) – ATM to low vac
• Penning gauge (Pen) – high vac
• Current readout (IGP)        – ultra high vac

Vacuum system



First of all, a word on units which, as usual, are
in disarray. The SI unit of pressure is the pascal; other
non-SI units are the torr and the bar. You’ll come across
all three units in TEM texts and inmanufacturers’ hand-
books, so you need to know the conversions.

We’ll mainly use the pascal, but since the torr is still
very common terminology, we’ll occasionally put
approximate torr values in parentheses to remind you
of the conversion. Since we deal with very low pressures,
the numbers are small, although we perversely use the
expression ‘high vacuum’ for these low pressures. We
think of vacuum in terms of rough, low, high, and
ultrahigh. A roughing pump gives a pressure between
100 and 0.1 Pa; 0.1–10!4 Pa is low vacuum and
10!4–10!7 Pa is high vacuum (HV). If the pressure is
<10!7 Pa you have an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). These
values are approximate, not standardized definitions. A
typical modern TEMhas a pressure inside the column of
"1.3 # 10!5 Pa (10!7 Torr), which is in the HV range.
UHV TEMs operate below 10!7 Pa and the gun region
of an FEG TEM operates at "10!9 Pa (10!11 Torr). To
have an electron beam inside the TEM that is not scat-
tered significantly by the air molecules in the column,
the pressure must be <"0.1 Pa. This was achievable
with simple mechanical pumps in the early days of the
instrument, but there are good reasons to operate at
much lower pressures (higher vacuums), for which you
need more sophisticated and more expensive apparatus.

Generally we use one type of pump to create a rough
vacuum and another type to create the higher vacuum.
The TEM is kept permanently under vacuum, unless
it’s being repaired or serviced. If you need access to
the inside of the column to change specimens, electron
sources, or photographic plates, you do this via an
airlock system, which can be pumped separately, as
we’ll explain later. There are many different kinds of

pumps used in TEMs, and you often have a choice
when purchasing an instrument. As with most
things, you get what you pay for; a clean UHV
system is very expensive. We can divide pumps into
roughing pumps and HV/UHV pumps, as we’ll now
discuss.

8.2 ROUGHING PUMPS

The most common roughing pump is a mechanical (rotary)
pump in which a belt-driven, eccentrically mounted recipro-
cating mechanism sucks air through an inlet valve into a
chamber and expels it through an exit valve, as shown in
Figure 8.1. Such pumps are very reliable, relatively inexpen-
sive, noisy, and dirty and only lower the pressure to
"10!1Pa ("10!3Torr). Mechanical pumps should be
housed outside your TEM room, and connected to the
column through a line that doesn’t transmit their vibration.
These pumps use a hydrocarbon oil as a medium. If you
have such a pump, the line from the pump to the vacuum
should contain a foreline trap to condense out oil vapor
before it is deposited in the column. Also, the exhaust line
from the pump must also be trapped to prevent (possibly
carcinogenic) oil vapor escaping into the room where you
are working. There are alternative ‘dry’ roughing pumps
which do not use oil. These are more expensive and some-
what less reliable; they do not pump to such low pressure.

PRESSURE
1 Torr is " 130Pa
1 Pa is 7.5# 10!3 Torr
One bar is atmospheric pressure ("760Torr) and is
equivalent to "105 Pa.
The name is the torr; the unit is the Torr, but either
way the torr is not an accepted SI unit.
100–0.1 Pa ("1–10!3 Torr) is a rough vacuum.
0.1–10!4 Pa ("10!3–10!6 Torr) is low vacuum.
10!4–10!7 Pa ("10!6–10!9 Torr) is high vacuum
(HV).
<10!7 Pa ("10!9 Torr) is ultrahigh vacuum (UHV).
Be careful when you hear a phrase like ‘‘the vacuum
in the gun is 10!8’’ and remember the pascal unit is Pa
and the torr unit is Torr.

FIGURE 8.1. A mechanical pump for roughing vacuums. The eccentric
motion of the pump creates a vacuum in the RH side when it rotates and
the vacuum sucks air into the inlet valve. As the cylinder rotates further, it
cuts off the inlet and forces the air through the outlet on the LH side,
creating a vacuum again on the inlet side as it does so. Because of the
constant contact between the rotating cylinder and the inside of the pump,
oil is needed to reduce frictional heating.
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8.3 HIGH/ULTRAHIGH VACUUM PUMPS

8.3.A Diffusion Pumps

These pumps use a hot plate to boil oil, which then
forms a series of concentric vapor jets. The jets drag
air molecules out of the microscope as shown in
Figure 8.2, then condense onto a cold surface, freeing
the air molecules which are extracted by the mechanical
pump ‘backing’ the diffusion pump. While this may
seem an inefficient way to move air, diffusion pumps
can in fact transport more than a hundred liters of air
per second, which is quite sufficient to pump out a TEM
column. With no moving parts, diffusion pumps are
inexpensive and very reliable, but they need external
water cooling to aid condensation of the vapor. Failure
of the cooling water supply and burnout of the hot plate
are about the only possible causes of failure. The
absence of moving parts ensures vibration-free opera-
tion. As with the mechanical pump, the oil diffusion

pump would contaminate the vacuum in the TEM if
oil vapor were to escape into the column. To minimize
this you must use synthetic nonhydrocarbon oils with
low vapor pressures, such as FomblinTM or Santo-
vacTM. (Never use a silicone-based oil, of course.) A
liquid-N2 cold trap sits on top of the pump and con-
denses out any residual oil molecules. If you have diffu-
sion pumps you must keep the cold traps full of liquid
N2 to maintain a clean system.

Diffusion pumps are capable of very efficient pump-
ing from !10"1 to !10"9 Pa (10"11 Torr) and, if prop-
erly trapped, will provide a clean UHV system that is
very reliable. The VG series UHVDSTEMs use only oil
diffusion pumps to attain UHV conditions.

8.3.B Turbomolecular Pumps

Turbomolecular pumps, or turbopumps, as the name
implies, use a turbine to force gases from the microscope.
They have many parts moving at high speeds (in excess of
20,000–50,000 rpm is common), so they are more liable to
fail than diffusion pumps. The mechanics of the pump are
very simple as you can appreciate from Figure 8.3. They
do not use oil so they don’t introduce hydrocarbons to
contaminate the microscope, and the best models (unlike
earlier versions) are very quiet and almost vibration-free.
In fact, modern turbopumps are being used to prepump
the specimen chamber when this is critical, as in the cryo-
transfer technique (see Section 8.10). If you buy a turbo-
pump, make sure to specify that its use will not transmit
vibrations to the TEMcolumn, where it would destroy the
image resolution. The turbopump can start (slowly) at

FIGURE 8.2. Principles of diffusion pump operation. A heater plate at
the base of the pump boils synthetic oil. The expansion of the oil vapor on
boiling creates a pressure which forces the vapor up the central column
and out of several holes . The stream of oil vapor pulls gas molecules out
of the top of the pump down to the base where the oil condenses and the
air is pumped out of the base by a mechanical backing pump.

THE ROOM
The microscope room should be acoustically quiet.
You should never feel a draft. All computers with
fans should be replaced or moved out of the room—
the fan just moves heat around the room. All moni-
tors should be flat panels.

FIGURE 8.3. A turbopump (with and without its casing), which is noth-
ing more than a small turbine that rotates at high speed. Like a jet turbine
it pulls air in at the front end and forces it out of the back. The blades are
designed like airfoils to enhance the flow of gas through the system.
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ambient pressures, increasing speed as the pressure is
lowered, ultimately providing UHV conditions at high
enough speeds. It is usual, however, to back the turbo-
pump with a dry mechanical pump.

8.3.C Ion Pumps

Ion pumps do not contain oil, so they cannot contaminate
the TEM column. They also have no moving parts, relying
solely on the ionization process to remove air. The ion
pump emits electrons from a cathode. These ions spiral in
a magnetic field (see Section 6.3) and ionize air molecules,
which are then attracted to the cathode. The energetic gas
ions sputter Ti atoms from the cathode and they condense
throughout the pump chamber, mainly on the cylindrical
anode, trapping gas atoms. Thus ion pumps remove gas
atoms in twoways; by chemisorption on the anode surfaces
and by electrical attraction to the cathodes. The smaller the
ion current between the electrodes, the lower the vacuum,
so the pump acts as its own vacuum gauge. Ion pumps are
only efficient at high vacuums, so they are usually
switched on after a diffusion pump has lowered the pres-
sure to <!10"3 Pa (10"5Torr). It is common to add ion
pumps directly to the stage or gun chambers of TEMs to
focus their pumping action on these important regions.
Since these pumps are very common on TEMs, we
include a diagram (Figure 8.4) showing how they operate.

8.3.D Cryogenic (Adsorption) Pumps

As the name implies, cryogenic pumps (cryopumps)
rely on liquid N2 to cool molecular sieves with large
surface areas. The cold surface efficiently removes air
molecules from ambient pressure down to !10"4 Pa
(10"6 Torr). Because they are oil-free, cryopumps are
also used to back ion pumps and prevent their acci-
dental contamination through backstreaming from
oil-bearing pumps.

We also use cold surfaces to enhance vacuums in the
stage of most non-UHV TEMs. Such ‘cold fingers’ or
‘anticontaminators’ provide an alternative site (rather
than your specimen) for condensation of residual com-
ponents in the vacuum.

The same is true if the anticontaminator in your
stage is allowed to warm up; then it will degrade the
vacuum around your specimen. So you must use
another pump such as a diffusion or mechanical
pump to remove the air molecules as they are released
from captivity. Otherwise, this outgassing will degrade
the quality of the vacuum around your specimen,
increasing contamination.

8.4 THE WHOLE SYSTEM

As shown schematically in Figure 8.5 the modern TEM
has at least two separate pumping systems: one that
evacuates the column and one that pumps the camera
and screen chamber. We pump the camera separately
because the film is one of the primary causes of vacuum
degradation since outgassing occurs from the emulsion
that contains the AgI grains. So this part of the TEM is
usually pumped by a combination mechanical/diffusion
pump. The stage is often pumped by a separate ion
pump, turbopump, or cryopump, or some combination
of these. If the instrument has an FEG, then there is a
separate UHV pumping system for the gun region,
which often consists of several ion pumps. Each part
of the vacuum system consists of roughing pumps
(mechanical or turbo) that pump out the appropriate
part of the microscope to give the vacuum where the
HV/UHV pumps can start to operate.

Looking at Figure 8.5, there are three valves, which
are now all computer controlled.

& #1 connects the mechanical pump to the column (the
roughing valve).

FIGURE 8.4. Schematic diagram showing how ion pumps trap ionized
gas atoms by layers of Ti atoms at electrodes. Once trapped, the ions
cannot escape until the pump is turned off.

TRAPPING PUMPS
Ion pumps and cryopumps are trapping pumps. They
keep the air molecules within them and release them
when turned off or warmed up, respectively.

EXHAUST PUMPS
Mechanical, diffusion, and turbopumps are all
exhaust pumps; they pull in air from one end and
expel it from the other.
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Images from Williams and Carter “Transmission Electron Microscopy” (2016) & internet

Rotary pump

Oil Diffusion Pump

Turbo Pump

Ion Ge?er Pump

Vacuum System

Scroll Pump

Cryo-pump



Electron Source
Thermionic Field Emission 

Cost of )p
Time to replace

£80 £800 £8000 £8000
1-2 days 1-2 days 5-8 days 5-8 days

Gun quality:
Temporal coherence – Wavelength spread 
Spatial coherence      – Angular spread



Filaments

Tungsten (W) LaB6 FEG (W)

1mm



The Lens System

Condenser 
system

Objective 
system

Projector 
system

Focuses electrons on specimen
(controls illumination cone shape/intensity)

Principle Magnification Lens
(magnifies sample, 80/100x)

Weaker magnification lenses
(magnifies sample, 2-10x)

Deflector 
beam coils

Corrects beam shape (sSgmator)
Corrects beam locaSon/angle (Slt/shid)

Apertures Reduces beam intensity
Parallelizes beam



The Condensing Lens



The Condensing Lens

“a magnetic lens is like using the bottom of a soda bottle as a magnifying glass”

“if our eye lens worked as well as a magnetic lens we would be legally blind”

(quotes in William and Carter)

Magnetic lenses are poor quality and have severe aberrations
(aberrations increase with distance from centre)



Apertures

3 mm

Condenser aperture Controls beam intensity, parallelity
ObjecVve aperture Amplitude contrast
SelecVve area aperture DiffracVon imaging/dark field



Deflector Coils

Condenser sVgmators
correct beam shape

(circle vs. oval)

Objective stigmators
correct image

Fo
ur

ie
r s

pa
ce

Re
al

 sp
ac

e

Overfocused ASig underfocused ASigunderfocused Sig



Shift/Tilt Coils

1. Get the beam down the scope
2. Make sure beam is parallel/aligned to 

op/cal axis (bright field imaging) 

3. Low dose imaging
4. Automa/c procedures (e.g. eucentric height/focus) 



Condensor System
Gun tilt/shift: sets up beam to enter condenser 

system on optical axis

Excluded 
electrons

C1 = Spot size, controls beam size and quality

C2 aperture = limits amount of electrons reaching sample

Spot 9: Strongest lens sefng
Highest crossover
Dimmest beam and smallest focused beam
Most coherent li_le spaSal divergence
Only most parallel electrons reach specimen

Spot 1: Weakest lens setting
Lowest crossover
Brightest & largest focus beam diameter
Least coherent
Greatest spatial divergence
Majority of electrons reach specimen

C2 lens = Intensity knob. Controls diameter of beam 
reaching sample è (Dose/beam intensity)



𝐷! =
𝐷"
𝐴 =

𝐷"
𝜋𝑟#

Dose in an area increase 4x when 
you half the radius.

USE THIS INTENSITY CONTROL 
KNOB WISELY!

DA = Dose per unit area
DT = Total dose In beam
A = Area
r = Beam Radius

Note on C2 Lens and Dose

r
r



C3 Lens (Krios)

Parallel illumina+on of specimen reduces aberra+ons
C3 lens provides parallel illumina+on but only at certain C2 values

Ta
lo

s/
Gl

ac
io

s
Krios



Objective System

/phase plate



ObjecEve System

Gap between pole pieces is spherical 
aberraSon (Cs). Smaller gap = be_er.

• Cryoblades cooled to LN2 temp by braids

• Cryoblades colder than sample à cryotrap

• Keeps sample clean and cold by absorbing 
contaminant from sample/column

• Cryoblades needs to be warmed up regularly 
to remove contaminants à cryocycle

• Cryocycle: turns off IGP, pumps specimen 
chamber with Turbo

/phase plate



Eucentric Height

Optical Axis Optical Axis OpScal Axis

Excellent!

Tilt axis aligns on opScal 
axis and eucentric focus

Specimen does not move 
when Slted

Bad

Specimen moves 
when Slted

Change specimen Z-
height

Very Bad

Specimen moves when tilted

Change specimen Z-height
Software or engineer required 

to align tilt axis with optical axis

Specimen Tilt axis

Specimen 
holder



Focus

Focus knob modulates objec/ve 
lens current changes clarity of 
image (focus)

Biological samples contain light 
atoms so minimal phase shi]s 
occurs between sca^ered and 
unsca^ered rays

à At focus, very li^le contrast

To see sample, either image 
underfocus or use phase plate

If crossover above image plane 
- overfocused

If crossover below image plane 
- underfocused



Phase Plates

5μm defocus At focus with VPP



Projector System

Projector 
system

Responsible for magnificaVon 
in SA mode (record mode)

Magnification knob changes 
strength of projector lens

Objective stays constant
(prevents hysteresis)



Imaging System
Fluorescent Screen

Film + Scanner Direct Electron Detectors (DEDs)
(e.g. K3/Falcon)

Charge coupled device (CCD)

ZnS doped to emit light at ~500nm



Camera Quality Measurement
Modular transfer function 

(MTF)

How fast does intensity 
change at sharp edge?

Fast change, great 
camera, able to capture 
high resoluSon data

Slow change, poor 
camera, resoluSon 
limiSng

Detection Quantum Efficiency 
(DQE)

𝐷𝑄𝐸 =
𝑆𝑁&'()

𝑆𝑁*+)

DQE = 1, excellent camera, no loss of signal
Greater the Fraction of Nyquist, > resolution



Integrated vs Counted (super-resoluEon) Mode
Pixel

Incoming Electron Integration mode CounSng mode Super-resolution

Electron hits 
pixel array and 
causes charge 

spread

Integrating 
mode reads out 

accumulated 
charge in each 

pixel

Assumes 1e- in, 1e-

out. Calculates 
most probably 

locaSon of 
electron hit.

Subdivides pixel to 
give more accurate 

locaSon of 
electron hit.

Nyqyist: maximum resoluSon of detector (2*px size)
represented by sine wave where 1px white, next black (smallest sampling frequency)



Lens Aberrations

Lenses imperfect

Deflect beam differently depending on:
Entrance locaSon
Angle of entry
Wavelength

AberraSon greatest furthest from 
opScal axis.

Spherical Aberration - Entry of electron to lens

Chromatic Aberration - Wavelength of Electron

Coma - Angle of entry



Spherical Aberration (Cs)
P

P’

Disc of least confusion

Gaussian image plane

α

• Lenses are strongest at edge 
• Thus off-axis electrons bent 

more than on-axis
• Different focus points

Cs correctors available on some scopes
Important if imaging at 0.5Å resolution



Chromatic Aberration (Cc)

Electrons of different wavelengths are 
focused at different point

Cause of wavelength variaVon:
Electron source
InteracVon with sample

(especially thick samples)

Correct using:
CFEG instead of Tungsten
Monochromator aeer gun
Energy filter aeer sample imaging



Energy Filter

• Elaborate mass spec

• Select for specific wavelength

• Zero-loss imaging (elastically scattered waves)

• EELS – Selects wavelength of inelastically 
scattered rays – chemical composition

Unfiltered

20eV Energy Filter



Coma
• Beam enters lens at angle
• Cs causes rays to bend depending on location
• Point source becomes comet shaped

Image of point 
looks like a comet

• To correct: Apply +/- beam Vlt
• FFT of opposite beam Vlts should be idenVcal



Suggested Reading

http://myscope.training/#/TEMlevel_2_4

Flash of TEM: 
h_p://www.doitpoms.ac.uk/tlplib/tem/illumi
naSon.php 

http://cryo-em-course.caltech.edu/overview

Youtube


